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Abstract— We propose a novel Bayesian distributed data
fusion methodology robust to the problem of rumor, i.e., of
re-circulation of information accross the loops of a sensing &
processing network. This problem is particularly important in
mobile sensor networks where the communication graph is dy-
namically modified in an unpredictable manner. The approach
proposed is based on the notion of Schur dominance, and looks
for the less informative distribution that is more informat ive
than the stae of knowledge of both nodes participating in
the fusion step, and that can result of factoring out common
information from the nodes. The paper details construction
of this dominating distribution for the case when the estimated
entity takes values in a finite set, and relates the fusion operator
proposed to existing rumor-robust methods, such as Covariance
Intersection and a more recent approach based on the notion
of Chernoff information. These methods are also revisited,and
some of their intrinsic limitations are clearly exhibited.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Wireless sensor networks, formed by a large number
of independent agents with local sensing and processing
capabilities and able to communicate wirelessly, provide
ubiquous measuring, processing and communication abilities
that promise to strongly impact a large number of application
areas – e.g. homeland security and surveillance, environment
and habitat monitoring, risk assessment systems . . . . They
have received continued interest from several research com-
munities, reflecting their inherent multi-disciplinary nature:
wireless communications, distributed systems, signal and
information processing, control, . . . .

This paper contributes to the design of information
processing algorithms fordistributed sensor networks of
autonomous agents.Distributed means that processing of
sensed data is done at every node of the network, as
opposed to processing at a central fusion center, to which
data must be routed using the communication structure of
the network. Distributed systems have several advantages
with respect to their centralized counterparts, in terms of
robustness to failures, modularity, reactivity, etc.Autonomy
means that the sensing agents are mobile, possibly changing
their positions over time in reaction to acquired information:
network connectivity evolves over time in an unpredictable
manner, leading eventually to loss of complete connectivity.

Recent advances in the areas of wireless communications
and robotic sensors have made the design of autonomous
mobile distributed sensing systems possible. They enable
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more powerful applications, allowing proper observation of
dynamic environments, by adapting the network geometry to
the characteristics of the measured field.

According to [1], “The greatest obstacle to discovering the
shape of the earth, the continents, and the oceans was not
ignorance but the illusion of knowledge.” The same can be
said about a set of autonomous observation agents whose
collective goal is to infer some property of the region of
space where they operate. Performinginformation sharing
and maintaining a convenientrepresentation of the collective
state of knowledge of the network are thus keystones for
efficient distributed sensing. This paper considers a Bayesian
framework, admiting that knowledge about the estimated
entity contained in available measures is represented by
a (posterior) probability distribution. There are two strong
reasons for using this representation at each network node:
(i) under mild assumptions it requires bounded data storage,
irrespective of time and network dimension,(ii) it indicates
remaining important uncertainties, and is thus particularly
approriate for controlling the network evolution.

While iterative integration oflocal sensor measurements
can be easily done in the context of Bayesian estimation
theory, the fusion of information accross network nodes
is sensitive to therumor problem. In fact, inheritance of
advantage(i) above in a distributed framework implies that
sharing of information is, as we assume in this paper,
done by transmission of the local probability distributions
of the communicating nodes, and not of the sets of raw
measurements acquired by each one. At a given instant
of time, the probability law that expresses each node’s
knowledge integrates thus both the local measures done by
the sensor itself and all information conveyed from other
network nodes through their probability laws. If the network
dynamics induce closing of loops, information will recycled
back to some nodes (possibly via multiple paths) fused with
information available at the nodes visited along the loop. It
is well known that in a Bayesian framework, information
update is based on the statistical dependency between the
values of the observed data, present knowledge, and the
estimated entity. When information is circulated inside the
network as described above, detailed bookeeping of these
statistical dependencies is unmanageable. Ignoring the pos-
sible dependencies created by rumor leads to an optimistic
(over-confident) evaluation of the nodes knowledge, that can
prevent proper exploration of the network operating region,
and lead to asymptotically biased estimates. A conservative
behaviour, while opening the way to collection of redundant
measures, does not compromise consistency, and is thus to be
prefered: all information received from another node which



can be suspected of being derived from the same measures
should bediscarded. As Boorstin puts it:ignorance is less
harmful than illusion of knowledge.

B. Previous work

So far, most of the research on sensor networks has
focused onsensor placement anddata processing for static
sensor networks with one or moredata fusion centers.
Dealing with autonomousmobile sensors makes traditional
data collection/dissemination schemes and centralized path
control infeasible, increasing the need for efficient distributed
information processing algorithms robust to the problem of
rumor.

To date, the Covariance Intersection (CI) fusion method
[2] is the most popular solution for accross-nodes fusion
in distributed rumor-prone estimation problems. It can be
interpreted as a particular case (when the distributions are
normal) of the more recently proposed Chernoff Information
method (CIM) of [3], which builds a multiplicative mixture
of the distributions being fused. As we show in this paper,
this method systematically partially discards new informa-
tion and thus is, as several authors have already remarked,
overly-conservative, in the sense that the uncertainty of the
distributions it propagates may be much greater than the
optimal Bayes posterior would be. We give in this paper
a formal analysis of this utterly conservative behavior of
CI, explicitly revealing the way it discards new information
during the fusion step. When all distributions are Gaussian,
these methods lead to simple fusion equations for the two
moments of the densities being fused, analogue to the fil-
tering step of the well-known Kalman-filter equations. Even
if CIM is defined independently of asumptions on the shape
of the fused distributions, its detailed implementation has
only been detailed for mixtures of normal densities, and
ressorts to simplifying assumtions which may not hold in
many situations of interest.

Set-theoretic (deterministic, non-Bayesian) approachesto
uncertainty characterisation which propagate outer bounds to
the sets of parameters values compatible with observations
contaminated by bounded errors, [4], [5] are inherently
robust to rumor, and may yield more efficient and consis-
tent behavior than some conservative probabilistic methods
previously presented in the literature. However, they are
highly sensitive to the accuracy of the hard bounds on the
measurement errors, and may lead to inconsistency (when
a conservative approach is used, i.e., use of loose upper
bounds) or indeterminacy (in the case of too thight error
bounds), and can be considered a reliable alternative only in
very controlled frameworks.

Availability of probabilistic methodologies as the one
proposed here, which are conservative (but, unlike CI/CIM,
not overly-conservative) is thus an important requirement for
the design of distributed adaptive sensor networks.

C. Organisation

The next section formulates the problem addressed and
introduces required notation. Section III briefly presents

alternative approaches to fusion for rumor-prone distributed
estimation systems, revealing the manner in which current
approaches necessarily lead to potentially important infor-
mation loss, and section?? introduces the basic definitions
of majorization and Schur dominance in which our algorithm
is based. Finally, section V presents the proposed fusion
criterion and in section VI we present a numerical example of
its application, and compare its solution to NB and CIM, the
competing fusion criteria that are defined for the discrete set-
up considered (the popular Covariance Intersection method
being defined only for Gaussian variables).

II. N OTATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

For simplicity, we assume the fusion of information
between only two nodes, that we denote genericaly byk

andk. Time index will be denoted byi ∈ N, andZk
i is the

set of measures gathered by nodek up to time i, while
Mk

i is the information received by nodek from the other
node(s), such thatZ

k

i = {Zk
i , {Mk

j }j≤i} is the complete
information available at nodek at time i. The (static)
quantity being estimated is generically denoted byx ∈ X .
As in all probabilistic data fusion approaches, important
hypotheses concern the structure of statistical dependency
of the measures available. We assume that(i) Zk

i ∩Zk
i = ∅,

i.e., no measure is directly made available at more than one
node, and(ii) any two distinct measureszk

i , zℓ
j , k 6= ℓ or

i 6= j, are statistically independent given the value ofx, i.e.,
p(zk

i , zℓ
j |x) = p(zk

i |x)p(zℓ
j |x).

Knowledge aboutx at each nodek is described at each
instanti by a fd (fused distribution)fk

(

x : Z
k

i

)

. We purpos-

edly avoid the notionp
(

x|Z
k

i

)

, that we reserve for the true
Bayesian posterior, that requires knowledge of the statistical
dependency betweenZk

i and Mk
i , which is unavailable to

the fusion operator. As stated before, we assume that the
messages exchanged by distinct nodes are theirfd’s, i.e. (for
fusion between nodesk andk)

Mk
i ≡ fk

(

x : Z
k

i

)

.

We can now formulate the problem addressed in the paper in
a simple manner, by saying that we want to findrecursive –
i.e., for each individual item inZ

k

i – distributed updates of the

fd’s fk
(

x : Z
k

i

)

such that theyconservative approximations

of the true posteriorsp(x|Z
k

i ). This requires that we specify
the fd update forindividual measures zk

i ∈ Zk
i , as well as

for Mk
i . Since individual measures are assumed statistically

independent of all other past measures, the Bayes equations
are well defined ofzk

i , and we concentrate here on the
problem of fusing twofd’s, i.e., on the updates forMk

i :
{

fk
(

x : Z
k

i

)

, Mk
i

}

−→ fk
(

x : Z
k

i , Mk
i

)

≡ f
k,k
i (x) ,

where we defined the compact notationf
k,k
i (x) and used the

fact that, for fusion between two nodes,Mk
i = fk

(

x : Z
k

i

)

.

The intuition behind the method proposed here is to look for



the least informative composition of the nodesfd’s that is
compatible with the partition of the information that lead
to their states of knowlegde intocommon and individual
subsets. In a later section we present the precise ordering
of informativeness on which our fusion operator is based.
Before doing that, the next section presents the three data
fusion methods to which we compare our method.

III. B ACKGROUND

A. Naif Bayes (NB)

This “method” is included for completeness. It consists in
ignoring any possible correlation on the data sets observed
by the participating nodes. Assuming that all nodes share
a common priorp0, the NB fusion step consists simply in
performing the product/division operation

f
k,k

NB

i (x) =
fk(x : Z

k

i )fk(x : Z
k

i )

p0(x)
, x ∈ X . (1)

This update is particularly simple when allfd’s fk are normal
densities,fk(x|Z

k

i ) ≡ N
(

x : x̃k
i|i, Σ̃

k
i|i

)

, where the standard
notation for the normal has been used.
The NB measure and message updates are the same, and,
for linear-Gauss problems, are implemented by the familiar
Kalman-like filtering equation that updates the parametersof
fk,k

NB

:
(

Σ̃k,k
−1

i

)−1

=
(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

+
(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

(

Σ̃k,k
−1

i

)−1

x̃
k,k

i|i =
(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

x̃k
i|i +

(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

x̃k
i|i .

If no common information has been delivered to the nodes,
this step preserves all information (except for the fact that
the posterior is counted twice). Otherwise, it can be shown
thatfk,k

NB

is more informative thanp, i.e., it is an optimistic
characterisation of the state of knowledge of the node, in the
sense thatΣk,k

i < Σp
i , whereΣp

i denotes the covariance of
the true Bayesian posterior, that takes into account that some
common observations have been used by nodesk andk.

B. Covariance Intersection (CI)

Covariance intersection has been proposed [6] as a
remedy to this optimistic behaviour of NB, and is re-
stricted to linear/Gaussian problems,assumingfk(x|Z

k

i ) ≡

N
(

x : x̃k
i|i, Σ̃

k
i|i

)

. It is based on searching for a covariance

matrix P
k,k
i that is guaranteed to belarger than the covari-

ance of the true Bayesian posteriorp:

P
k,k
i ≥ Σp

i .

Its update equations are very similar to NB:
(

P
k,k

i

)−1

= ω

(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

+ (1 − ω)
(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

(

P
k,k

i

)−1

x
k,k

i|i = ω

(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

x̃
k
i|i + (1 − ω)

(

Σ̃k
i|i

)−1

x̃
k
i|i

.

whereω ∈ [0, 1] is chosen such that some norm (determinant,
trace) of the resultingP k

i+1|i+1 is minimized. CI has been
frequently criticized as beingoverly conservative, in the

sense thatP k,k
i ≫ Σp

i .
This method has been originally justified by arguments of
ordering of the level sets of the probability distributions
[6]. Since then, its equivalence to entropy maximization has
been demonstrated [7], and it has been extended to Gaussian
mixtures [8].

C. Chernoff Information method (CIM)

CI is restricted to linear/normal estimation problems. A
proposal to extend it to more gemeral settings has been
presented in [3], see also [9], [7]. The update step of CIM
definesfk,k as amultiplicative mixture of the node’sfd’s:

f
k,k

CIM

i (x) ∝ fk(x : Z
k

i )ωfk(x : Z
k

i )
1−ω

, ω ∈ [0, 1] ,

and corresponds thus to a convex combination of the node’s
information scores (the logarithms of the “posterior” distri-
butions).
As for CI, ω is determined using an auxiliary criterion:

maximizing the “peakiness” offk,k
CIM

i , or, more recently, as
the value that leads toC(fk, fk), the Chernoff information
between the two distributions being fused:

C(fk, fk) = − min
ω∈[0,1]

log

∫

fω
k (x)f1−ω

k
(x) dx . (2)

The way ω is chosen implies thatfk,k
CIM

is equi-distant
– in the sense of the Kullback-Leibler divergence – of
the two initial distributions, see e.g. [10]. When applied
to linear/Gaussian problems, this method – except for the
degree of freedom in chosing the value ofω, which, as
shown in [3] can have a strong impact on the shape of the
final distribution - leads to the same update equations as CI,
and is thus affected by the same problems as CI.

D. Conservativeness of CI and CIM

Consider the partition of setsZ
k

i andZ
k

i into their inter-

sectionIk,k ≡ Z
k

i ∩Z
k

i and set difference∆k,k ≡ Z
k

i \Z
k

i :

Z
k

i =
(

Ik,k
)

∪
(

∆k,k
)

, Z
k

i =
(

Ik,k
)

∪
(

∆k,k
)

,

use it in the Bayesian fusion equation:

p

(

x : Z
k

i , Z
k

i

)

∝ p(x|Ik,k)p(x|∆k,kp(x|∆k,k)

=
p(x|Z

k

i )p(x|Z
k

i )

p(x|Ik,k)
(3)

Define the simpler notationsqk ≡ p(x|∆k,k), qk ≡

p(x|∆k,k), andqc ≡ p(x|Ik,k), such that each nodepd is the
pointwise product of thepd’s corresponding toself (qk, qk)
andcommon information (qc):

pk = qkqc, pk = qkqc . (4)

The CIM solution – and thus also CI - can be written in
terms of these factorisations:

f
k,k

CIM

i ∝ (qkqc)
ω (

qkqc

)1−ω
= qcq

ω
k q1−ω

k
. (5)



This equation shows the way in which CI and CIM
combine information: the common information (qc) is
totally preserved, and a multiplicative mixture of the
self information of both nodes is taken (qω

k q1−ω

k
). It is

obvious that these methods are unable to fully recover
the information contained on the overall data collected
by the nodes, and always partially discard their own self
information, sinceω 6= 1 − ω. I.e., for all possibleqc,

no value of ω exists such thatfk,k
CIM

i = p(x|Z
k

i , Z
k

i ).
Since in most contexts, and in particular in the framework
of mobile sensor networks that motivates this study, the
amount of common information is usually much smaller
than the information that has been collected directly by
each node, the information loss of both CIM and CI can
be significant. Note that although the previous equation
suggests consistency, no formal proof that CIM indeed
leads to a distribution which is more uncertain than the true
Bayesian posterior has been published (in the Gaussian case
it inherits the consistency of CI).

While an ordering of uncertainty is well defined for
normal distributions, based on the existing partial ordering
defined over square matrices, its formal definition for
generic families of probability distributions is much
less clear. In the next section we present the concept
of majorization, a partial ordering defined on the set of
probability laws on which we base our robust fusion method.

IV. T HE FINITE CASE: SCHUR DOMINANCE

Let x, y ∈ X ⊂ ℜn, andx, y be their (decreasing) ordered
versions. We say thatx majorizes y [12] and writex ≻ y iff

k
∑

i=1

xi ≤
k

∑

i=1

y
i
,

n
∑

i=1

xi =

n
∑

i=1

yi (6)

Restriction of≻ to the probabilistic simplexMn leads to
the concept ofSchur dominance betwen probability laws,
inducing a partial order on the set of probability distributions
over finite sets of sizen. It is easy to show that the
dominating element ofMn is the uniform distribution, and
that the set of measures thatdominates a given p is the
convex hull (co) of its permutations [12]:

D(p) = {q ∈ Mn : q ≻ p} = CO (Pp)

=

{

q : q =
∑

πi∈P

αiπip, αi ≥ 0,
∑

i

αi = 1

}

,(7)

whereP is the (finite) group of permutations of the Eu-
clideann-dimensional space. The setsD(p) are thus poly-
topes, which can be shown, by the Birkhoff-von Neumann
theorem, to be generated by the(n − 1)2 permutations ofp
[12]. It is also possible to show that ifx ≻ y, x, y ∈ Mn,
then, there exists a doubly stochastic matrixT such that
x = Ty, so that Schur dominance generalizes the notion of
spreading of a given probability law by a stochastic kernel.
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Fig. 1. Schur dominance inM3.

BesidesD(p) we will also need to consider the setD(p)
of distributionsdominated by p:

D(p) = {q ∈ Mn : p ≻ q} . (8)

The distributions in D(p) are less uncertain (more
informative) thanp.
Note that since≻ is a partial orderingMn 6= D(p) ∩D(p).

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of Schur dominance in
the simplex of dimension 3 (i.e., the set of probability laws
p = (p1, p2, p3), whose boundary is the solid red line).
As we have seen, Schur dominance depends only on the
ordered version of the vectors considered. The triangular
subregion of the simplex delimited by a solid blue line in
Figure 1 is the subset wherep1 ≥ p2 ≥ p3. The dominant
D(fi) and dominatedD(fi) for the two probablity vectors
f1 and f2 indicated by a green and a red star are also
displayed. Note thatD(fi) always include the uniform
distribution (upper vertice of the blue region at the center
of the simplex), which is the most uncertain distribution in
the simplex. The shaded yellow region is the intersection
D(f1) ∩ D(f2), i.e., the set of probability distributions that
dominate bothf1 and f2, i.e., that are more uncertain than
both of them. The gray set is the set of distributions that
are simultaneously dominated byf1 andf2, D(f1) ∩D(f2)
We stress that the identified regions are stable for any
permutation of the components off1 and/or f2. This is
illustrated in the figure: the same sets are obtained for
the two (red, green) distributions outside the (sorted) blue
region. Any permutation of the vectors in the shaded
yellow region dominates both vectors. In a later section
we use this geometric representation to illustrate our method.

The notion of Schur dominance is intimately related
to the most common measure of uncertainty: the entropy.
A function f(·) is said to be Schur convex if whenever
x ≻ y then f(x) > f(y). Shannon entropy is a well
known example of a Schur convex function, belonging
to the class of separable symmetric functions defined by



f(x) =
∑

i g(xi), where g(·) is a convex function [11].
This implies that ifp ≻ q then the entropy ofp is larger
than the entropy ofq. Note however that the two notions are
not equivalent: while majorization induces a partial ordering
on the simplex, entropy, being a positive scalar defined for
all probability laws, defines a total ordering.

In this paper we rely on the definition above of Schur
dominance, which is relevant for probability laws, i.e., for
discrete variables. A natural extension of the concept of
Schur dominance to continuous random variables is the
notion of Lorenz ordering, see [13]. Presentation of the
concept of Lorenz ordering goes beyond the scope of this
paper, involving a number of mathematical technicalities.For
that reason, we restrict here to thediscrete case, keeping in
mind that the underlying concepts can be carried over to the
continuous setting.

V. PROPOSED FUSION OPERATOR

Our goal is to overcome the intrinsic inability of CI/CIM to
keep all information in the combined posteriors, as equation
(5) emphasizes, by directly considering the possible values
of qc in the simultaneous factorisation of the two nodespd’s
fk and fk in (4), and keeping the exact form of Bayesian
fusion operator:

fk,k
SD

(x) ∝ qk(x)qk(x)qc(x) , (9)

whereSD stands forSchur Dominance.
An infinite number of simultaneous factorisations offk and
fk as in (4) can be found. Stated in intuitive terms, our fusion
algorithm selectsfk,k

SD

as theleast informative pd that is
at least as informative as each nodepd (so that information
does not decrease at each node after fusion), and that can be
built from a common factorqc that is less informative than
bothfk andfk (meaning that information has not been lost
at each node when incorporating this common factor).
To rank distributions according to informativeness, i.e.,to
translate this intuitive criterion in mathematical terms,we
use the notion of Schur dominance presented in the previous
section. We can state formally our criterion to select the
fusion p̂ of two distributionsfk andfk as a set of dominance
relations:

fk,k
SD

(x) ∝ qk(x)qk(x)qc(x) ∈ D(fk) ∩ D(fk) (10)

with qc ∈ D(fk) ∩ D(fk)

∀f that verifies(10), f 6≻ fk,k
SD

The next section presents one example of the application
of this fusion criterion, based on the notion of Schur domi-
nance, and comparesfk,k to the methods presented in section
III. To be able to visualise the different sets involved in the
deternination of the fusion solution, we consider the simple
case whenn = 3.

VI. N UMERICAL COMPARATIVE STUDY

Figure 2 illustrates the application of the fusion criterion
that we propose in this paper, and compares it to CIM

(note that while CIM is well defined for discrete variable
as we consider in this paper, CI is defined only for Gaussian
distributions, and thus for continuous variables) and to NB.
To increase its readability, we made a zoom into the sorted
region of the simplex.
The cyan and green stars in this figure indicate the probability
distributionsfk ≡ p1 and fk ≡ p2 being fused, and their
sorted versions (in this casep2 coincides with its sorted
version). The filled yellow region is the set of candidateqc,
dominating bothp1 andp2. The filled gray region – the set of
probability law dominated by bothp1 andp2 − − contains
the solution set. The region outlined in blue is the set of
candidate fused solutions generated by the set of admissible
qc ( its sorted version is shown in red). In this case, the
largest element of the gray set belongs to the set outlined in
red, and is this the desired solutionfk,k, indicated by the
red star in the figure. The red curve joiningp1 andp2 is the
set of multiplicative mixtures considered by CIM, and the
green box/star in this line is the CIM fusion solution. The
center of the region outlined in blue is the NB solution (that
corresponds to takingqc equal to the uniform distribution.

Comparison of the CIM solution to ours (SD) shows that
our solution is indeed more informative. Note that as we
explained before, the CIM solution is outside the set of
plausible constructions offk andfk from a common (least
informative) information content. The NB is, as expected,
more informative than our solution (and also than the CIM
solution).

Figure 3 shows the probability laws involved in the exam-
ple of Figure 2.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We introduced a novel approach to the design of robust
Bayesian fusion operators based on the notion of Schur
dominance. The proposed fusion criterion is designed to
be robust to existence of common data in the sets used to
build the probability distributions at the nodes participating
in the fusion step. We show that it compares favorably with
CIM (being a less conservative fusion operator, i.e., it leads
to a more informative fused distribution, and thus more
efficiently uses the information conveyed by the original
distributions), and, as expected, produces distributionsthat
are less informative than those generated by the simplistic
NB operator. This paper presents initial work along these
lines: many important properties require a deeper analysis,
the method needs a proper extension to the continuous case,
and more extensive simulation results must be produced.
Paper length precludes full discussion of the properties ofthe
proposed fusion operator, that will be the subject of a future
publication. However, we believe that this is a promising
novel approach that brings a new perspective to the important
problem of robust distributed estimation.

Determination of the fused distributionfk,k
SD

leads to
heavy numerical computations, whose complexity increases
rapidly with the dimension of the domain of the estimated
entity, i.e., withn. Future work will adress the exploitation
of the rich geometry of the polytopes of dominating and
dominated measures to find efficient implementations of our
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fusion criterion. The goal of this introductory paper is to
demonstrate the ability of defining robust Bayesian fusion in
terms of the majorization partial ordering.
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